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JUDGMENT

1) On 02-08-14 rvld. Nitur Haque fired an FIR at sootea p.s. stating rnteraria

that 01-09-14 at around 3-30 p.m., accused ryd. Babur Ari and another person

caled his son rvrd. Artaz Haque and after asking him to ride the bicycre, deart him

with 'copi dao'brows repeatedry from behind on various parts of his body, in order

to kill him lt was further stated that the accused hid the'dao,on his waist. It was

r -adrso stated that when his injured son tried to flee away, the accused shouted, ,,my
\ ,os'
'Y-.".',{,t"t tather had sharpened the'copi dao'& sent me to kifl you". Hence, the FIR was
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2) On receipt of the FIR, it was registered uls 3761307134 of IPC against the

accused 14d. Babul Ali & another. The police went to the place of occurrence and

examined the available witnesses. Statements of the witnesses were recorded,

medical examination of the victim was done. On completion of investigation, a

prima facie case having appeared, the Investigating Officer submitted charge

sheet against accused Md. Babul Ali uls3261 307 IPC to stand trial in open court.

)a..1)') Judicial lYagistrate, l't Class, Tezpur took cognizance of the oFFence and

appearance of the accused I4d. Babul Ali, commifted the case to the ld.
rD

Judge, Sonitpur (Tezpur). Thereafter, the case was made over to this

Court for disposal. Accordingly, this Court took-up the trial of the case and

considering the materials available on Case Record and Case Diary and prima facie

case having appeared uls 3261307 IPC, charge was framed and the contents of

the offence was read over and explained to the accused tvld. Babul Ali, to which he

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. To prove the offence uls 3261307 lpc

against the accused, the prosecution side examined the following 7 (seven)

witnesses-

a) PW1 - Md. Nitul Haque (Informant & Father of the victim)

b) PW2 - Md. Sultan Ali

c) PW3 - Dr. Nripen Saikia (Medical Officer)

d) PW4 - Md, laynur Ali

e) PW5 Md. Altaf Haque (Victim)

0 PW6 - I\4d. Sabed Khan

g) PW7 - Sri Mohan Ch. Nath (I/O of the case)

The following documents were exhibited by the prosecution-side:

a) Ext.1 - Ejahar

b) Ext.1 (1) Signature of complainant PW1 Md. Nitul Haque

c) Ext.2 - lvledical Report
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d) Ext.2 (1) - Signature of PW3 / Dr. Nripen Saikia ( MO)

e) Ext.3 - Printed form of FIR

f) Ext.3 (1) - Signature of O/C

g) Ext.4 - Sketch Map

h) Ext.4 (1) - Signature of IO Sri Mohan Ch. Nath

i) Ext.5 - Charge sheet

j) Ext.5 (1) - Signature of IO Sri Mohan Ch. Nath

To substantiate his claim, defence did not examine any witness. The accused

person's case, as could be asceftained from cross-exam ination of the prosecution

witnesses was that of total denial.

The points for determination is as follows -
(1) Whether the accused Md. Babul Ati, on 0t-08-2014, at about 3-30

p.m./ at Bhuyan Para, Kolbari, E & D Sluice Gate, under Sootea p.5.,

voluntarily caused grievous huri to victim Md. Altaz Haque, son of the

informant, by means of sharp weapon, i.e. ,Kopi dao,, which is an

instrument for cutting and thus, committing an offence u/s 326 IpC?

(2) Whether the accused Md. Babul Ali, on or about the same day, time

and place, did an act, namely, assaulted the said victim Md. Altaz Haque

with such intention (or knowledge), and under such circumstances, that,

if, by that act, you have caused the death of said victim Md. Attaz Haque,

you would have been guilty of murder, and thus, committing an offence

u/s 307 IPC?

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS & REASONS THEREOF-

5) Heard arguments forwarded by the Ld. APP and counsel for the defence side.

I have also gone through the materials available in the Case Record & the Case

^ Diary. Thus, the charge is analyzed herein below in view of the materials available\

k.f:-;ff* 
and the arsument rorwarded bv both side'
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\ - Nripen laikia, the Medicar officer who examined the injured. He deposed that on\1'r/ , r.,,196
-:ion5 " .
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Offence u/s 326 IPC

6) To be convicted under this section, it has to be proved that the

accused Md. Babur Ari voruntariry caused grievous hurt to victim Md. Artaz Haque

by means of sharp weapon (Kopi dao). Thus, the limbs that needs to be proved

are the following-

The victim was injured & the injury was grievous in nature.

Grievous injury was caused by sharp weapon.

The accused Babul Ali caused the injury.

I will firstly deal with the first two limbs of the charged section (s.326

IPC). There is no denying by either side that the victim was injured. The defence

never chalenged the fact whether the victim was injured or not. The onry thing

charrenged by the defence-side was that the injury was not grievous in nature and

that the accused never caused the injury. pw-r Md. Nitur Haque rs the informant &

father of the victim. He stated that his son (victim) was taken to Biswanath

chariali Hospital in 108 & he noticed that his son sustained two blows on head,

one blow on back, one brow on waist and one brow and his hand. From Biswanath

Chariali Hospital his son was referred to Tezpur r4edicar colege & Hospitar and he

was treated there for 12 days and then discharged. However, he had to keep on

going for check-ups time to ume. pw-2 Md. surtan Ari He saw brood oozing out

from the head of the injured. pw-4 Jaynur Ari saw cut marks and stitches on head,

back, waist of the injured. pw-5 Md. Artaf Haque is the injured and he stated that

the accused stuck him with the dao & he was severery injured. The question as to

whether the accused stuck or not will be discussed in the final limb of the section

later. Evidence of the injured is essentiar here to determine as to the weapon

used' He further stated that at first he was taken to Biswanath chariali hospital

and then treated at rezpur rvledicar Co ege. Thc most vitar witness is pw-3 Dr.

!'uga I ol l1
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dateofexaminationheWaSon.EmergencyDuty,&heexaminedtheinjured.He

found the following injuries -
a. Vertlcal cut injury in the scalp with fresh bleeding. It was repaired

by I stltches.

b, Another cut injury in the scalp, which was repaired by 4 stitches'

Cut injury on the back that was also repaired.

Cut injury on the waist with profuse bleeding. It was repaired with

10 stitches.

/The Medical Officer opined that the injury was grievous injury of recent origin &

caused by sharp weapon. The Medical Report (Ext.2) reflects that the patient was

refereed to Tezpur Medical College after giving preliminary treatment for better

management.

8) Grievous hurt has been defined in s 320 IPC & it reads as follows,

"The foltowing kinds of hurt only are designated as "grievous":- First''

Emasculation. secondty.-Permanent privation of the sight of either eye. Thirdly.-

Permanentprivationofthehearingofeitherear.Foulthly..Privationofany

member or joint. Fifthly.-Destruction or permanent impairing of the powers of any

member or joint. sixthly. -Permanent disfiguration of the head or face. seventhly.'

Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth. Eighthly.-Any hutt which endangers life

or which causes the sufferer to be during the space of twenty days in severe

bodity pain, or unable to follow his ordinary pursuits." Perusal of the evidence oF

pw-3 (1\/1O) shows that the prosecution examined him & he mentioned the injuries

sustained by the victim & also that tt was grievous in nature. PW3 was cross-

examined regarding the procedure paft as to whether it has been mentioned that

that the Repoft is the extract copy of the entries in the register, whether the

Repoftmentionsthatpoliceescortedtheinjured,etc'However,thecross-

examination is absolutely silent about the type & kind of injury' So, it can be

c.

d.
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fresh & grievous in nature. Though the Medical Report didn't mention as to which

category of grievous hurt the injury fell lnto as per s'320 IPC, however,

considering the types of injuries sustained, 1" - 7tn type can be ruled out & this

leaves us with the 8'h type. While analyzing the 8th type, it is seen that the MO

had referred to the injured to Tezpur lYedical Hospital & hence he did not know

the period of hospitalization. Thus, we can confidently say that the injury fell in the

category of ,Any hurt that endangers llfe'. Thus, it is clear that the victim suffered

grievous injury by sharP weaPon.

9) Now, coming to the most lmpoftant question as to whether the

accused caused the injury. PW-1 Md. Nitul Haque is the informant & father of the

. He deposed that the iniured told him that when he was riding the cycle,

accused was sitting behind. The accused had hid a'copi dao'under his clothes

& at the place of incident the accused dealt blows on the injured with the'dao'

PW-1 was cross-exa mination & he stated that a boy had informed him of the

incident & when he reached the place of incident here was other people present'

He has denled the defence suggestion that he did not state before the police that

hearing about the incident from his son subsequently. PW-1 further stated that

there was no enmlty of his son with the accused. PW-2 Md. Sultan Ali deposed

that he was working in his field when he heard a commotion & then the injured

came and fell near him. He informed other people and injured's parents' He didn't

see the accused. Thus, prosecution declared this witness hostile & cross-examined

him. pw-2 denied that he stated before the police that when he cultivating his

field he was Altaz Haque and his friend Bablu Ali come in a cycle. suddenly Bablu

Ali got down from the cycle & dealt blows with sharp weapon on Altaz Altaz

Haque crled when he was assaulted repeated. Hearing hue and cry PW-3 went but

Bablu Ali managed to flee. PW-s is the injured & the most vital witness. He

deposed that he was sitting in the Tinlali when the accused asked him

for an errand. Injured rode the cycle accused brought & accused sat

to
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the back. Halfway the injured stopped the cycle and asked the accused to ride it,

when the accused suddenly took out a hidden dao & stuck the injured tvvice on the

back of his head with the dao. pw-5 feil to the ground & the accused stuck with

the dao on his back and waist. Accused fred when peopre gathered. pw-5 was

extensively cross-examined & he stated that they had no enmity. The dao with

which he was cut, was a 'copi dao, of t hand in length. The injured has no

knowledge why the accused stuck him with the dao.

10) Ld. Defence counsel argued that the evidences of the pWs are

^ -' ..- ]\r.\unreliable and contradictory. It was pointed out that the FIR states that the

)ts
called the injured from his house, whereas, the injured stated during

ence that he was ditting in the Tinali when the accused asked him to

pany him. It was further argued that the witnesses pW-1 & pW_5 added

new facts into the story, which are contradictory in nature. It was also argued that

both the informant & the injured admitted that there is no prior enmity between

the parties, thus, no motive. Therefore, why will the accused hurt the injured? To

this the ld. App argued that in criminal trial motive is not essential to establish

because it is something that is known only to the perpetuator. He further argued

that the materials not told by the witnesses in their statement u/s 161 crpc are

omissions and not contradictions, and therefore, doesn't vitiate the evidence.

11) I will flrstly take-up the question of omission & contradiction. Close

perusal of the evidences did reveal that the witnesses, including pw_1 & pw-5,

didr mention certain facts that were previously not mentioned beFore the police

u/s 161 CrPC. So, the question arises as to whether this are contradiction or

omission, and how does it effect the evidence of the witnesses and also the

\ ..odgt 
reliability. Contradictions usually mean two incoherent statements given by a\ -' .\

b4.{;rf witness, one contradictjng the other. If the variation in the testimonies strikes at

" 
:"T."t' the root of the case, the witness becomes dis-believable and placing reliance on
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the testimony of the witness may not advance the cause of justice. The

Explanation to section 162 CrPC says that, not only two incoherent and mutually

exclusive statements are contradiction but an omission to state a material fact also

amounts to contradiction. What is material fact is, of course, depends on the facts

of each case. On the other hand, in a statement u/s 161 CrPC, there may be

certain omissions, which are either normal or material. In case of material

omission it can be treated as contradiction. Normal discrepancies are those which

are due to normal errors of observatlon, normal loss of memory due to lapse of

time, due to mental disposition such as shock and horror at the time of occurrence

and those may always there however honest and truthful a witness may be. These

discrepancies do not corrode the credibility of a witness. lvlaterial discrepancies are

, which are not normal and not expected of a normal person. These

do corrode the credibility of a pady's case. Keeping thls as guideline

gone through the evidences and seen that PW-1 & PW-2 did state certain

new things about the incident regarding whose cycle it was, from where he got

the cycle, where PW-l was working at that time, etc, however, this are not

contradictions but are omissions. Furthermore, these omissions are not material

omissions that change the syntax of the case or make the witnesses unreliable.

72) Coming to the question of motive, ld. APP had rightly argued that in

criminal cases provinq motive is not essential. There are innumerable superior

court decisions in this regard, however, we may refer to the decision of a division-

bench of the Apex Court In Suresh Chandra Bahri -Vs- State of Bihar, AIR 1994 SC

2420: 1995 SCC Supl. (1) 80 wherein it was observed that "...sometimes motive

plays an impoftant role and becomes a compelling force to commit a crime and

therefore motive behind the crime is a relevant factor for which evidence nay be

adduced. A motive is something which pronpts a person to form an opinion or
r.\

\- .,'-" ,' intention to do ceftain illegal act or even a legat act but with iltegal means with a'//

-.q\
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the commission of the crime it affords added support to the finding of the coutt

that the accused was gu ty of the offence charged with. But it has to be

remembered that the absence of proof of motive does not render the evidence

bearing on the guilt of the accused nonetheless untrustworthy or unreliable

because most often it is onry the perpetrator of the crime arone who knows as to

what circumstances prompted him to a certain course of action leading to the

commission of the crime. " \Ne may also refer to Apex Court declsion in Mulakh

Raj etc. -Vs- Satish Kumar & Ors ' 1992 AIR 1175' 1992 (3) SCC 43 where a

division-bench of the Apex Court observed lhal "Motive always locks up in the

mind of the accused and some time it is difficult to unlock' People do not act

: wholly without motive' The failure to discover the motive 
" ': .:":::".':"::,;,,

i i signify its non'existence' The failure to prove motive is not 
'u':.' ,*.' ^': 

^':,. -'i . --^^t ^r 6^r^b rtncs not break the link in the chain of
1?il" Therefore, absence of proot of motive does not br

stancesconnectingtheaccusedwiththecrime,normititatesagainstthe

13) Finally' coming to the question whether we can rely on the sole

evidenceoftheinjuredPW.5whostatedthattheaccusedhaddealthimwiththe

grievous hurt by a dao' Witnesses are of three types - fully reliable' fully unreliable

& partially reliable A fully reliable witness gives evidence whlch his clear &

unambiguous.AfullyunreliableWitnessgivesevidence,Whichistotallydifferent

from what was said earlier' or is fully of contradictions & material omissions'

PatiallyreliablewitnessissomeonewhoseevidenceisaSperhisearlierVersionof

the statement he gave' however' during evidence before the Court he has added

new materials' which may not be material omissions but makes those new

additions questionable' The injured as PW-5 gave clear and precise evidence'

whichWasfreefrommaterialomissionsandcontradictions.Healsostatedthat

3qfi"," *"'" no prior enmity with the accused & this has been admitted and

V -..1.)f,ighrighted 
by the defence-side too. Thus, it means that the injured had no motive
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to falsely implicate the accused for the crime. Though PW-5 was extensively cross-

examined, however, the defence-slde couldn't dislodge his evidence. The defence

had argued that the Investigating offlcer has not seized any 'dao' & that the

Medical officer had admitted in cross-exam ination that this kind of injury could be

sustained by repeated fall on sharp object. I have considered the submission,

however, I am of the opinion that non-recovery of the 'dao' does not vitiate the

case. We may refer to the Apex Court decision in Mritunjoy Biswas Vs' Pranab @

Kuti Biswas & Anr, wherein different Apex court decisions were discussed and it

was held that, ". .. when there is ample unimpeachable ocular evidence and the

same has been corroborated by the medical evidence, non- recovery of the

weapon does not affect the prosecution ca1e.,, In the present case medica|

idence clearly shows cut injuries by sharp weapon. The suggestion by defence

unsel that thls kind of injury could be sustained by repeated fall on sharp object'

so far-fetched & hypothetical that lt is not dwelled in here.

\;-_
14) Coming to the question whether the prosecution successfully proved

the charge against the accuse u/s 326 IPC beyond all reasonable doubt, I proceed

with the decision of the Apex court where the term'reasonable doubt'was clearly

and precisely discussed. In State of Uttar Pradesh -Vs- Krlshna Gopal, AIR 1988

SC 2154 the Hon'ble Apex Court observed that "... Doubts would be called

reasonable if they are free from a zest for abstract speculation. Law cannot afford

any favourite other than truth. To constitute reasonable doubt, it must be free

from an over emotional response. Doubts must be actual and substantial doubts

as to the guitt of the accused person arising from the evidence, or from the lack of

it, as opposed to mere vague apprehensions. A reasonable doubt is not an

imaginary, trivial or a merely possible doubt; but a fair doubt based upon reason

and commonsense. It must grow out of the evidence in the case " ' A person

Oas,nodoubt,aprofoundrightnottobeconvictedofanoffence,whichisnotV ^",*,::::i- ..oot ]os established by the evidential standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt. Though
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this standard is a higher standard, there is, however, no absolute standard. What

degree of probability amounts to'proof is an exercise particularly to each case..."

1s) Thus, in my opinion the analysis of the evidences in this case, both

oral & documentary, proves that the accused Md. Babul @ Bablu Ali is guilty of the

charge u/s 326 IPC beyond all reasonable doubt.

Offence u/s 307 IPC

16) To be convicted under this section, it has to be proved that the accused

person Md. Babul @ Bablu Ali tried stuck the injured Md. Altaz Haque (PW-5) with a

'copi dao', with an intention (or knowledge) and under such circumstances that if by

that act he had caused the death of the injured Md. Altaz Haque, he would have

been guilty of murder and thereby committed an offence uls 307 of IPC. The main

redients u/s 307 are -

a. The act attempted should be of such a nature that if not prevented or

intercepted, it would lead to the death of the victim.

b, The intention or mens rea to kill is need to be proved clearly without

doubt.

17) Ld. APP argued that the prosecution was successful in proving the guilty

of the accused u/s 307 IPC and the fact that he stuck the injured with a dao on his

head, back and waits with the intention & knowledge that this were death blows.

On the other hand, the defence completely denied that the accused was even in the

vicinity on the incident.

18) I have heard arguments forwarded by the Ld. APP and counsel for the

-,-:--=:--
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& it therefore, for sake of brevity and to avoid repetition the type of injuries

sustalned by the victim & corroborative evidences are not discussed here. Evidences

revealed that the accused Md. Babul @ Bablu Ali stuck the iniured Md. Altaz Haque

in vital parts of the body with a 'dao', which were of such nature that it endangers

life, or in other word, these injuries could have caused death of Md. Altaz Haque.

1e) The question that arlses now is whether the injuries cause by the accused

was with the knowledge or intention that it will cause death. In Hari Kishan vs

Sukhbir Singh, AIR 1988 SC 2127 the Apex Court observed lhat, "The nature of the

weapon usedt the manner in which it is used, motive for the crime, severity of the

blow, the part of the body where the iniury is inflicted is all taken into consideration

to determine the intention." rhere are several decision where conviction u/s 307

PC was determined based on the nature of the injury' In Pran Dutt Vs. State of

' Pradesh, (1983) 1 Crimes 286, the test was laid down as to determined

a case fell within the ambit of s.307 IPC or not. 1n the said decision the

Court said to check the nature of the injury, preparation taken, weapon used to

determine the intent of the accused. In the present case, the evidence is clear that

the weapon

the injuries

was sharp cutting weapon & Medical Report clearly showed that

were sustalned twice on the scalp, one on the back & once on the

V
,.,-.F=
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waist. Each of the injuries was bleeding & was repaired by stitches. Thus, these

injuries clearly indicate that the accused attacked the injured with the intention to

inflict deathblows. The injured PW-5 was lucky that PW-2 I\4d. Sultan Ali and some

other villages happened to be in the fleld and the accused fled.

20) Thus, it is absolutely clear from the analysis of the evidences that

prosecution was successful in proving beyond all reasonable doubt that the accused

Md. Babul @ Bablu Ali tried to kill the injured lYd. Altaz Haque by attacking him in

-. vital Darts of the bodv with a 'dao'. For all the forgoing reasons I hold that the
'\\
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prosecution was successful to preve the guilt of the accused 1"1d. Babul @ Bablu Ali

u/s 307 IPC beyond all reasonable doubt.

21) Considering the fact that the accused Md. Babul @ Bablu Ali was found

guilry u/s 307 IPC beyond all reasonable doubt, which is the aggravated form of

oFfence u/s 326 IPC, hence, he is held guilty u/s 307 IPC only. Now, examining

whether it is a fit case to release the accused Md. Babul @ Bablu Ali u/s 360 CrPC

or under the Probation of Offender's Act. The accused person has been found guilty

of trying to kill a person with whom he had no enmity & who trusted him. Thus, I'm

of the opinlon that it is not a fit case to release the convicted-accused t4d. Babul @

Bablu Ali u/s 360 CrPC or under the Probation of Offender's Act.

Heard the convicted-accused l'4d. Babul @ Bablu Ali on the question of

He has prayed for mercy & I've considered the submission made by him.

23) After due deliberation & considering the facts and circumstances of the

case and also after considering the young age of the convicted-accused who has no

prior history of crime, I am of the considered opinion that the convicted -accused

person l4d. Babul @ Bablu Ali deserves leniency an sentencing. In the result, the

convicted-accused person Md, Babul @ Bablu Ali is convicted u/s 307 IPC

and sentenced to undergo R.I. of 7 (seven) years with a fine of R.s.5,000/-

(Rupees Five Thousand Only) & i/d S.L of 5 months.

24) I have considered the case u/s 357-A CrPC and come to the conclusion

that the injured had undergone medical treatment for a long period of time and

comes from a financially poor background. Hence, a copy of this judgment be

forwarded to the District Legal Service Authority to decide on the quantum of

compensation to be awarded to the injured lvld. Altaz Haque under the Victim

^o
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rodlirpensation Scheme.
'^o5 '^o(
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A copy of the judgment to be given to the convicted_accused Md. Babul @

Bablu Ali free of cost.

ludgment is sealed, signed and delivered on this the 5th April,2o17.

\r --
Yr\'n

(Munmun B.Sarma)
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Dictated and corrected by me.

o]Sfi?Ea:3,glr.'s,on"
SorritP \r r, lezP ur

Dictation taken and transcribed be me:

c, ,.
s.x6ir,it
Steno.
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